
NOTES

Federated Department Stores, Inc. v.
Moitie: Several Issues but Only

One Holding"

In Federated Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, the United States Su-
preme Court2 held that the doctrine of res judicata bars a party from
relitigating an adverse, unappealed judgment, even if an appealing party
in the same case below has taken advantage of a change in the law.$ In so
ruling, the Supreme Court rejected the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals'
attempt to create an exception to the doctrine of res judicata and showed
a continuing preference for finality of judgments.'

Respondents Moitie and Brown were two of seven retail consumers
who, in 1976, filed suit against petitioners, owners of various department
stores, for alleged price fixing.5 The lawsuits were very similar to a pend-
ing action brought by the United States against the same petitioners'
that alleged violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act.' Plaintiffs in the
seven private complaints sought injunctive relief and treble damages

t This Note was the winning entry in Mercer Law Review's 1982 Annual Writing
Competition.

1. 452 U.S. 394 (1981).
2. Mr. Justice Rehnquist delivered 'the opinion of the Court, id. at 395; Mr. Justice

Blackmun filed a concurring opinion in which Mr. Justice Marshall joined, id. at 402; and
Mr. Justice Brennan filed a dissenting opinion, id. at 404.

3. 452 U.S. at 395.
4. Id.
5. Weinberg v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 426 F. Supp. 880 (N.D. Cal. 1977), rev'd

and remanded sub nom. Brown v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 608 F.2d 1374 (9th Cir.
1979).

6. United States v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., No. C-76-858-RHS (N.D. Cal. filed Apr.
28, 1976).

7. Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1976), provides in relevant part: "Every
contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade
or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared illegal."
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under section 4 of the Clayton Act.' Respondent Moitie brought his suit
in state court; the other six plaintiffs filed in federal district court. The
six federal complaints were consolidated and Moitie's state law case was
removed on the basis of diversity of citizenship and federal question juris-
diction.9 The seven actions were heard before a single judge in the district
court. Upon a motion by petitioners, the district court dismissed the ac-
tions on the ground that plaintiffs lacked standing to sue under section
4.10

Five plaintiffs appealed the adverse judgment to the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, but respondents Moitie and Brown decided to refile
their complaints in state court. These two new actions were similar to the
original federal claims but were worded so that they alleged only state law
causes of action.1 1 The United States District Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of California found the new complaints to be relatively indistin-
guishable from the original federal actions and granted petitioners' mo-
tion for removal to that court.1 2 It then dismissed the new complaints on
the ground that res judicata barred relitigation of those claims.1 3

Meanwhile, the other five plaintiffs' appeals were still pending before
the Ninth Circuit. During the appeals process, the Supreme Court in Rei-
ter v. Sonotone Corp." ruled that a private party can have standing to
sue under section 4 of the Clayton Act.1 5 On this basis, the Ninth Circuit
reversed and remanded the five cases" for further proceedings consistent
with Reiter.17 When respondents Moitie and Brown appealed their sec-
ond, 'res judicata' dismissal, the Ninth Circuit decided that they too

8. Section 4 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15 (1976), provides relief as follows:
Any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of anything
forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor in any district court of the
United States in the district in which the defendant resides or is found or has an
agent, without respect to the amount in controversy, and shall recover threefold
the damages by him sustained, and the cost of suit, including a reasonable attor-
ney's fee.

9. 452 U.S. at 396.
10. Weinberg v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 426 F. Supp. 880, 886 (N.D. Cal. 1977).

The court held that plaintiffs did not allege an injury to a 'business' or 'property' as re-
quired by § 4.

11. Respondents' state court complaint alleged four state law causes of action: (1)
Fraud and deceit, (2) unfair business practices, (3) civil conspiracy, and (4) restitution. 452
U.S. at 404-05 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

12. See 452 U.S. at 396.
13. Id. at 396-97.
14. 442 U.S. 330 (1979).
15. The Court held that a consumer who has suffered a loss of money has suffered an

injury to 'property' as required by § 4. Id. at 342.
16. Brown v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 608 F.2d 1374 (9th Cir. 1979) (mem.).
17. 452 U.S. at 397.
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should receive the benefit of Reiter, despite their failure to join the other
five plaintiffs in appealing the original adverse judgment.18 The Ninth
Circuit held that in a case such as this, in which the nonappealing parties'
position is "closely interwoven with that of appealing parties,"' , the doc-
trine of res judicata should not stand in the way of public policy and
simple justice.2 Petitioners appealed to the Supreme Court," which
granted certiorari" and which subsequently reversed the Ninth Circuit
and remanded the case for proceedings consistent with its opinion.2

The doctrine of res judicata, often referred to as preclusion," is a judi-
cial doctrine that can be traced back almost eight hundred years.25 It is
one of the fundamental precepts of common-law jurisprudence," and in
the simplest of terms it means "a matter adjudged."2 Over a century ago,
the Supreme Court of Massachusetts stated succinctly how the doctrine is
generally applied when it said that "a cause of action once finally deter-
mined, without appeal, between the parties, on the merits, by a compe-
tent tribunal, cannot afterwards be litigated by new proceedings either
before the same or any other tribunal."2" The basic concept has under-
gone little change since then.2 9

18. Moitie v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 611 F.2d 1267, 1269 (9th Cir. 1980).
19. Id. at 1269.
20. Id.
21. Respondent Moitie's complaint was dismissed voluntarily, leaving respondent Brown

as the subject of the Court's opinion. 452 U.S. at 396 n.1.
22. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 449 U.S. 991 (1980).
23. 452 U.S. at 395. On remand, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court and held

that res judicata barred litigation on the state law claims. Brown v. Federated Dep't Stores,
Inc., 653 F.2d 1266 (9th Cir. 1981). Justice Blackmun took this position in his concurrence.
452 U.S. at 404. See also infra text accompanying notes 72-73.

24. See A. VESTAL, RES JUDICATAIPRECLUSION (1969). A detailed examination of all the
terminology encompassed by the term res judicata would be beyond the scope or purpose of
this Note. The only major distinction in terms that needs to be made here is that between
the two principal aspects of res judicata:' claim preclusion and issue preclusion. The former
type of preclusion bars any recovery whatsoever upon a claim being asserted; on the other
hand, the latter type of preclusion only forecloses a particular issue from being relitigated.
Vestal, Procedural Aspects of Res Judicata/Preclusion, 1 U. TOL. L. REv. 15, 28 (1969). See
also Cromwell v. County of Sac, 94 U.S. 351, 352 (1877). These two facets are often referred
to as bar and merger (for claim preclusion) and collateral estoppel (for issue preclusion).
Note, Developments in the Law: Res Judicata, 65 HARv. L. REV. 818, 820 n.1 (1952) [here-
inafter cited as Note, Developments in the Law 1. Moitie involves claim preclusion. For the
purposes of this Note, however, the term res judicata will take on its broadest meaning.

25. See Millar, The Historical Relation of Estoppel By Record to Res Judicata, 35 ILL.
L. REV. 41, 54 (1940).

26. Note, Developments in the Law, supra note 24, at 820.
27. BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 1174 (rev. 5th ed. 1979).
28. Foster v. The Richard Busteed, 100 Mass. 409, 412 (1868).
29. [T]he doctrine of res judicata is that an existing final judgment rendered upon

the merits, without fraud or collusion, by a court of competent jurisdiction, is con-
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The Supreme Court also recognized the concept of res judicata at an
early date 3  and has supported the basic philosophy of res judicata, as
indicated by the frequently cited case of Cromwell v. County of Sac.3 1 In
that case, the Court said that a "judgment, if rendered upon the merits,
constitutes an absolute bar to a subsequent action. It is a finality as to
the claim or demand in controversy .... ,,32 Whenever the three basic re-
quirements are met,33 the Court consistently has upheld the strict appli-
cation of this rule.3 4

The early applications of res judicata evidenced a tendency to view its
use in black and white terms. It was believed that the particular facts in
each case automatically would point to whether or not res judicata was
applicable . 3 As time passed, however, and as the doctrine was used more
frequently, different interpretations arose and it developed into a fairly
intricate concept.36 One of the few attempts in this country to organize
the various elements of res judicata into a single set of rules was the 1925
revision of Freeman's Law of Judgments,3 7 which referred to the doctrine
as "estoppel by judgment. ' 3s8 There has been continual refinement, cul-
minating with the recent publication of the Restatement (Second) of
Judgments, 9 a compilation of the myriad of uses to which the doctrine
now can be put. Res judicata's increasing complexity is the offspring of a
judicial system which found that extending the application of the doc-
trine could be an enormous benefit in clearing out overloaded dockets.4

The continued viability of res judicata and the paucity of change the
basic concept has seen can be attributed to the reasons for its existence in

clusive of causes of action and of facts or issues thereby litigated, as to the parties
and their privies, in all other actions in the same or any other judicial tribunal of
concurrent jurisdiction.

46 AM. JUR. 2D Judgments § 394, at 558-59 (1969).
30. Williams v. Armroyd, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 266 (1813).
31. .94 U.S. 351 (1877).
32. Id. at 352.
33. The three requirements are: (1) A final judgment on the merits; (2) the same claim

or issue; and (3) the same parties or their privies. See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
A recent trend has developed in some courts, however, to dispense with the privity require-
ment. Comment, The Expanding Scope of the Res Judicata Bar, 54 TEx. L. REv. 527, 527-
28 (1976).

34. See Commissioner v. Sunnen, 333 U.S. 591 (1948); Reed v. Allen, 286 U.S. 191
(1932); Wilson's Ex'r v. Deen, 121 U.S. 525 (1887).

35. See Holland, Modernizing Res Judicata: Reflections on the Parklane Doctrine, 55
IND. L.J. 615, 616 (1980).

36. See Steakley & Howell, Ruminations on Res Judicata, 28 Sw. L.J. 355, 355 (1974).
37. See 2 A. FREEMAN, A TREATISE OF THE LAW OF JUDGMENTS §§ 624-808 (5th ed. 1925);

Note, Developments in the Law, supra note 24, at 821.
38. 2 A. FREEMAN, supra note 37, § 625, at 1317-18.
39. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF JUDGMENTS §§ 13-29 (1982).
40. See A. VESTAL, supra note 24, at V-16.
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the first place. Three primary reasons generally are recognized for res
judicata's use in putting an end to litigation. The first and foremost rea-
son is to ensure the efficient functioning of the courts.41 The second rea-
son is that res judicata enhances the prestige of the judicial system in the
eyes of the public."2 Finally, res judicata is useful in preventing harass-
ment of litigants.4" A fourth reason sometimes given is the prevention of
double recovery."4 All of these reasons are merely part of the more basic
rationale that placing a limit on the extent to which litigation can be car-
ried makes for a more orderly society.'3 Policy considerations exist, how-
ever, that militate against the use of res judicata in certain instances.
These considerations are centered primarily around a general concern for
public policy and simple justice and usually arise when res judicata
causes a particularly harsh result." As one court put it, "res judicata
principles, if applied inflexibly, can at times result in unwarranted hard-
ship. 14 7 Seldom, however, do such concerns outweigh the vital interests
served by the use of res judicata." Moreover, federal courts are not nearly
as quick as state courts to ignore these vital interests."

41. See Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, 9 ST. Louis U.L.J. 29, 31-32 (1964). See also 28
U.S.C. § 133 (Supp. IV 1980). As an example of the increasing necessity for efficiency in the
federal court system, witness the recent need to expand the system by 148 judges. This
amounted to an increase of almost one-third over the previous level.

42. See Steakley & Howell, supra note 36, at 359; Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, supra
note 41, at 31.

43. See Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, supra note 41, at 31. See also Ferrer's Case, 77
Eng. Rep. 263 (K.B. 1599).

44. See Steakley & Howell, supra note 36, at 359.
45. This concept was well stated by one authority:

A judgment is a bar, not because a party has done some act which precludes him
from asserting a right or title; it is properly a bar on principles of public policy,
because the peace and order of society, the structure of our judicial system, and
the principles of our government require that a matter once litigated should not
again be drawn in question between the same parties or their privies.

2 A. FREEMAN, supra note 37, § 626, at 1318.
46. See La Societe Anonyme des Parfums LeGalion v. Jean Patou, Inc., 495 F.2d 1265

(2d Cir. 1974); 1B J. MooRE & T. CURRIER, MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE 0.405 [11] (2d ed.
1982).

47. La Societe Anonyme des Parfums LeGalion v. Jean Patou, Inc., 495 F.2d 1265, 1276
(2d Cir. 1974).

48. See Reed v. Allen, 286 U.S. 191, 199 (1932). The Court stated this eloquently when it
said that "the mischief which would follow the establishment of a precedent for so disre-
garding this salutary doctrine against prolonging strife would be greater than the benefit
which would result from relieving some case of individual hardship." Id. at 199. See also
Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, supra note 41, at 36.

49. See Angel v. Bullington, 330 U.S. 183 (1947); Chicot County Drainage Dist. v. Baxter
State Bank, 308 U.S. 371 (1940); National Ass'n of Broadcasters v. FCC, 554 F.2d 1118
(D.C. Cir. 1976); Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Uresti, 581 S.W.2d 298 (Tex. Civ. App. 1979);
Kvenild v. Taylor, 594 P.2d 972 (Wyo. 1979); In Re Estate of McDill, 14 Cal. 3d 831, 537
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It is this problem of weighing the opposing interests that permeates the
litigation of Moitie. The Supreme Court indicated that the consistent ap-
plication of res judicata is more important than any individual hardship
such application might cause.50 In reaffirming the position enunciated
earlier in Baltimore Steamship Co. v. Phillips,3 ' the Court held that not
even a mistake of law in the first suit will allow the second suit to be
heard.52 The Court stated that any other view would lead to the dangers
that res judicata is used to avoid, namely uncertainty and
inconclusiveness.

5 3

The Court emphasized that the issue in Moitie had already been ad-
dressed in Reed v. Allen." In that case, two parties were disputing their
respective rights pertaining to certain property left in a will. One party
prevailed in a suit for the rent money produced by the property. While
this judgment was on appeal, the same party won an ejectment action
against the opposing claimant. The losing party in the ejectment action
did not appeal that loss, but eventually prevailed on his appeal of the suit
for the rental money. He then tried to initiate his own ejectment action
against the winner of the first ejectment action, but the trial court ruled
that res judicata prevented further litigation of that claim. 5 Thus, one
party was granted ownership of the property while the other party re-
ceived the rents derived from the property.5 6

The Supreme Court stated that its strict application of res judicata in
Reed made it clear that "this Court recognizes no general equitable doc-
trine, such as that suggested by the Court of Appeals, which counte-
nances an exception to the finality of a party's failure to appeal merely
because his rights are 'closely interwoven' with those of another party.""7

In fact, the Court was of the opinion that Moitie presented an even
clearer case for applying res judicata than Reed."9 Not only was the ap-
pellate reversal in Moitie obtained by a different party, but the facts in
Moitie indicated that respondents made a conscious decision not to ap-
peal. This situation has been referred to as preclusion by choice,59 and
some authorities have stated that res judicata is more justifiable in this

P.2d 874, 122 Cal. Rptr. 754 (1975). But see La Societe Anonyme des Parfums LeGalion v.
Jean Patou, Inc., 495 F.2d 1265 (2d Cir. 1974).

50. See 452 U.S. at 399, 402.
51. 274 U.S. 316 (1927).
52. 452 U.S. at 398.
53. Id. at 398-99 (quoting Reed v. Allen, 286 U.S. 191, 201 (1932)).
54. 286 U.S. 191 (1932).
55. Id. at 196-97.
56. Id. at 196.
57. 452 U.S. at 400.
58. Id.
59. See Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, supra note 41, at 37.
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type of case."
The court of appeals admitted that, technically, res judicata should ap-

ply to this case."' The court believed, however, that the unfairness to re-
spondents outweighed the need for strict adherence to this rule of law.
The Ninth Circuit reasoned that simple justice and public policy called
for respondents to receive a second opportunity to litigate their claims.2

The Supreme Court disposed of this argument by saying that simple jus-
tice is best served by applying res judicata in a consistent manner and
that res judicata itself is a tool of public policy. 3 The Court emphasized
the overloaded court system as a justification for its continued adherence
to the strict philosophy of Reed.6 4

An analysis of the Court's past application of res judicata indicates that
very little consternation should exist with the doctrine's application in
Moitie.65 The Court has always taken a fairly tough stand on not allowing
any exception to the rule once the technical requirements are met.6 6 Some
would argue in favor of developing a test for determining whether an ex-
ception should be allowed. One suggested test would require a court to
balance the policies behind res judicata with the interests that would be
served by further litigation of the particular case. Another test would
allow a court to make a superficial reexamination of the earlier decision
to determine if it was inordinately egregious. If so, then a rehearing may
be called for," apparently after some type of further balancing of inter-
ests is made. From the Supreme Court's adherence to a strict policy in
favor of finality of litigation, however, it appears that the Court already
has balanced these factors and has considered the degree of unfairness to
be unimportant.

The final issue the majority opinion dealt with was one point of conflict
noted in the concurring opinion. The majority stated that it was unneces-
sary to address whether respondent's 9 original adverse judgment in fed-

60. Id. at 39. See also 452 U.S. at 400-01.
61. Moitie v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 611 F.2d 1267, 1269 (9th Cir. 1980).
62. Id. at 1269-70.
63. See 452 U.S. at 401.
64. Id. at 401-02.
65. See Note, Civil Procedure-Should Courts Weigh Countervailing Considerations

When Applying Claim Preclusion?-Federated Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 30 U.
KAN. L. REV. 455, 459-62 (1982).

66. See supra notes 33-34 and accompanying text. But see Moitie v. Federated Dep't
Stores, Inc., 611 F.2d 1267, 1270 n.4 (9th Cir. 1980) (court of appeals pointed out that origi-
nal case in Moitie had never really been heard on its merits since it was dismissed for lack
of standing to sue).

67. See Note, Res Judicata: New Standards for Evaluating the Effect of a Change in
Law after Judgment, 30 HASTINGS L.J. 191, 202 (1978).

68. Vestal, Rationale of Preclusion, supra note 41, at 36.
69. See supra note 21 (only one respondent remaining).
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eral court was res judicata to his state law claims.70 The majority appar-
ently relied on the district court's factual finding and the court of
appeals' agreement that no state law claims existed which needed to be
addressed. 1 Justice Blackmun, in his concurring opinion, stressed that
any state claims also should be barred from further litigation.7" Blackmun
stated that res judicata barred not only any claim that had been raised,
but also any that could have been raised.73 Blackmun also found some
conflict with the degree to which the majority wanted to follow the strict
precedent set forth in Reed. Citing Justice Cardozo's dissent in Reed,
Blackmun argued that an occasional instance may exist in which res judi-
cata would have to give way to a competing principle of public policy.7'

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Brennan was more concerned with the
possible jurisdictional question raised by the district court's removal of
the action from state court.75 Brennan believed that the district court had
no authority to remove the case in the first place since respondents'
claims stated only state law causes of action.76 He stated that a federal
court could remove such a case only if the claims were grounded in an
area of law in which the federal courts have exclusive authority.7"

Indeed, Justice Brennan is not the only one to criticize and speculate
about the majority opinion's treatment of this issue.78 The criticism cen-
ters around Justice Rehnquist's acceptance of the two lower courts' find-
ings that removal from the state court of respondents' suit, which alleged
only state law claims, was proper. Rehnquist actually had very little to

70. 452 U.S. at 402.
71. See id. at 397 n.2. For further discussion of this 'factual finding' and Justice Rehn-

quist's reluctance to second guess it, see infra text accompanying notes 79-83.
72. 452 U.S. at 402-04 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
73. Id. at 404 (citing Commissioner v. Sunnen, 333 U.S. 591 (1948) and RESTATEMENT

(SEcoND) OF JUDGMENTS § 61.1 (Tent. Draft No. 5, 1978)).
74. 452 U.S. at 402-03. Justice Cardozo believed an exception to the doctrine should be

made whenever a party is "caught in a mesh of procedural complexities." 286 U.S. at 209
(Cardozo, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun agreed with that, but believed respondent in
this case was not caught up in such complexities. 452 U.S. at 403.

75. 452 U.S. at 406-10 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
76. Id. at 405.
77. Id. at 406-08. Brennan concluded that this lawsuit concerned the area of antitrust,

an area in which federal law is not exclusive. Id. at 409. But see Gully v. First Nat'l Bank,
299 U.S. 109, 112 (1936) (in which the Court stated that federal grounds need only be an
essential element of the case).

78. See Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass'n, 525 F. Supp. 566, 575, 579 (N.D.
Cal. 1981); Comment, The California State Courts and Consumer Class Actions for Anti-
trust Violations, 33 HASTINGS L.J. 689, 707-16 (1982). In Salveson, the court admitted that
it could only guess about the rationale for Justice Rehnquist's use of the artful pleading
doctrine. See Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass'n, 525 F. Supp. 566, 575 n.8 (N.D.
Cal. 1981). The court indicated further that it was unsure of the intended effect of Moitie
on the derivative jurisdiction doctrine. Id. at 579.



say about the removal issue, relegating it to a footnote in his opinion,79

and relied instead on the artful pleading doctrine.8 0 He stated that since
"at least some of the claims had a sufficient Federal character to support
removal,"'" then plaintiffs should not be allowed "to use artful pleading
to close off defendant's right to a federal forum.""

Rehnquist, as additional justification for disregarding the removal is-
sue, pointed out that both the district court and the court of appeals had
found the complaint to be a federal claim disguised as a state claim. Con-
sequently, he termed this a "factual finding," which he would not second
guess.83  This particularly ruffled Justice Brennan's feathers. As he
pointed out, the district court considered this "factual finding" to be a
legal conclusion,8 ' something appellate courts are free to review with few
if any constraints. Brennan certainly was ready to review it, since respon-
dents' complaint specifically alleged state law causes of action.8 5 Thus, it
is at least arguable that from a technical point of view, the criticism of
Rehnquist's nontreatment of the removal issue was justified.

From a broader perspective, however, ample support appears to exist
for Rehnquist's opinion as it is written. This viewpoint entails taking into
account two considerations: what the proper scope of the Supreme
Court's review is and what the purposes behind the opinions of Court
members are.

Much has been written and said about the proper scope of the Supreme
Court's review. In a speech to the American Bar Association, former Chief
Justice Vinson gave his opinion on the general nature of the Court's role:

The Supreme Court is not, and never has been, primarily concerned with
the correction of errors in lower court decisions .... To remain effective,
the Supreme Court must continue to decide only those cases which pre-

79. 452 U.S. at 397 n.2.
80. See id. The artful pleading doctrine is a rule that prevents a plaintiff from misrepre-

senting the true nature of his complaint. Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass'n, 525 F.
Supp. 566, 574 (N.D. Cal. 1981). A good description of how the rule is applied is as follows:

Some courts have indicated that they will not permit plaintiff to use artful plead-
ing to close-off defendant's right to a federal forum .... Although it is true that
plaintiff is master of his claim . . .occasionally the removal court will seek to
determine whether the real nature of the claim is federal, regardless of plaintiff's
characterization.

14 C. WRIGHT, A. MILLER, & E. COOPER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 3722 (1976)
(citations omitted).

81. 452 U.S. at 397 n.2.
82. Id. (quoting 14 C. WRIGHT, A MILLER, & E. COOPER, supra note 80, § 3722, at 565-66

(1976)).
83. 452 U.S. at 397 n.2.
84. Id. at 409 n.5.
85. Id. at 404-05.
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sent questions whose resolution will have immediate importance far be-
yond the particular facts and parties involved.88

In fact, the Court has stated consistently that lower court errors play but
a small role in determining what cases it reviews.8 " The Court's overrid-
ing consideration in choosing which cases to hear is the importance of the
issues present.8

Determining the importance of issues is obviously a subjective exercise.
Judging the gravity of each particular question depends primarily on who
is doing the judging. It also may vary depending on when the case is de-
cided and on the surrounding circumstances. Thus, Moitie should be
viewed from the Supreme Court's perspective in 1981.

One of the major concerns the Court has had to face in recent years is
the ever-increasing rise in the amount of litigation conducted in the
courts throughout the country. Some people have questioned whether or
not the Supreme Court itself is able to perform properly its duties any
longer.88 The problem has spawned an effort on the part of almost the
entire judicial system to help alleviate the burden this explosion of litiga-
tion has placed on the courts.8 It is apparent that the Supreme Court
considers the strict application of res judicata to be one of the weapons
that courts should use in this struggle. 1 Another concern the Court faces
today is the low esteem in which much of society holds members of the
legal profession. A recent nationwide survey of how Americans view the
ethical standards of members of various professions and occupations
showed members of the legal profession rating just below reporters and
funeral directors. In fact, a greater percentage of people had a low opin-
ion of the legal profession than had a high opinion.9 2 Since one of the

86. 69 S. Ct. at v (1948) (reprinting speech given Sept. 7, 1949).
87. See Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600, 616-17 (1974). See generally Forsyth v. Hammond,

166 U.S. 506, 514-15 (1897).
88. See R. STERN & E. GRESSMAN, SUPREME COURT PRACTICE 297-98 (5th ed. 1978).
89. Id. at 38.
90. See S. 1529, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981) (bill to establish a National Court of Ap-

peals); Peterson, Minnesota News Council: Solving Disputes without Courts, 66 A.B.A. J.
970 (1980) (a method of grievance resolution used to avoid litigation); Ripple, The Supreme
Court's Workload: Some Thoughts for the Practitioner, 66 A.B.A. J. 174 (1980) (describ-
ing how attorneys should change their methods to help the Supreme Court cope with its
workload); Title, The Lawyer's Role in Settlement Conferences, 67 A.B.A. J. 592 (1981)
(describing the way California's settlement programs are used to avoid litigation). But see
S. 67, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981) (bill to allow independent judicial review of executive
agency legal interpretations); ABA Annual Report 1980-1981, 67 A.B.A. J. 1479, 1493 (1981)
(indicating the ABA's opposition to Congressional efforts to abolish federal diversity
jurisdiction).

91. 452 U.S. at 401-02.
92. What Americans Think of Business Leaders, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Sept. 6,

1982, at 29.
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historical functions of res judicata has been to enhance the prestige of the
judical system,"3 res judicata is a tool with which courts can combat this
problem.

With these considerations in mind, the Ninth Circuit's holding in Moi-
tie would create rather than solve problems. At a time when the courts
are clogged with parties seeking help, the Ninth Circuit attempted to chip
away at a doctrine that helps to unclog court dockets. 4 The Ninth Cir-
cuit's decision also did little to aid the declining reputation of the judicial
system. Allowing a plaintiff who did not even appeal an adverse ruling to
have another 'shot' at the defendant is the type of judicial handiwork
that created the public's cynicism toward the courts. In Moitie, the Su-
preme Court was thus faced with a court of appeals decision that con-
flicted with established policy and precedent, that undermined a nation-
wide effort to check a tide of runaway litigation, and that cast a shadow
on the image of the court system. Surely it is the Supreme Court's pur-
pose to address this type of problem.

This brings to bear the second consideration that must be looked at to
understand completely Justice Rehnquist's opinion, namely, the purpose
behind the opinion. The main purpose of a judicial opinion is to convey a
message.' 5 The existence of other purposes is, as the following passage
implies, merely collateral to the primary purpose:

A written opinion may have any number of purposes. It may be used, for
example, to speculate on the nature of the judicial function, to educate or
edify regarding certain moral and ethical values, or to propagate a fa-
vored political or economic theory .... But no matter what the con-
straints on the opinion writer, no matter his motive, no matter the audi-
ence for whom he writes-all opinions, presumably, seek to
communicate."

Arguably, therefore, the purpose of Rehnquist's opinion in Moitie was to
communicate the Supreme Court's displeasure with the Ninth Circuit's
casual treatment of res judicata. Other issues, which under different cir-
cumstances might be important, may be better left unanswered.' 7 Little

93. See supra text accompanying note 42.
94. It could be argued that the exception to the doctrine of res judicata that the Ninth

Circuit advocated would not add any significant burden to the judicial system since it only
allowed, at least in this case, for a greater number of parties to participate in an already
existing suit. It could also, however, be argued that allowing this exception would be an
invitation to create even more far-reaching exceptions.

95. Ulmer, Supreme Court Opinions: Getting the Message, 3 LAW & POL'Y Q. 263, 264
(1981).

96. Id. at 264.
97. Cf. Leflar, Some Observations Concerning Judicial Opinions, 61 COLUM. L. REv.

810 (1961). Professor Leflar recognized that sometimes an opinion should not address every
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doubt exists that the purpose of the opinion was foremost in Rehnquist's
mind when he wrote it." Thus, it is possible that the opinion's relative
silence on the matters that the concurring and dissenting opinions raised
was intended to aid in the clear communication of the primary message
on res judicata. This is particularly true regarding Rehnquist's silence on
the removal issue, for if removal had been improper, the res judicata issue
would have been moot.9

This assertion that Justice Rehnquist intentionally avoided the resolu-
tion of certain issues in Moitie is admittedly speculative. Arguably, he did
give sufficient reasons for not addressing the removal issue.10 Also, his
finding that there were no state law claims to address was ample reason
not to propose what effect res judicata would have on a state court action
involving any state claims that might be raised later. Courts are certainly
not required to detail every conceivable legal ramification of their deci-
sions. The key to the decision may even be that, as part of the majority
opinion implied, 101 and one court has since interpreted,'0° Moitie's and
Brown's own actions were justification for ignoring issues that could pos-
sibly have helped them under different circumstances. After all, respon-
dent Moitie agreed to a voluntary dismissal of the case before the Su-
preme Court reached its decision and respondent Brown's first complaint
against petitioners was filed in federal court.

Whatever Justice Rehnquist's real intent was for leaving the resolution
of some questions in doubt, he nevertheless reached a just result. Fur-
thermore, although Justice Brennan was dissatisfied'03 with the justice

detail.
No one would contend that every consideration that influences a judge toward

agreement with a result announced ought invariably to be included in the opinion.
Some motivations are negligible, some never become explicit, and some may better
be left unmentioned. The urge to do justice in the particular case does not de-
mand detailed explanation, when doing justice does not disrupt existing principle
and theory.

Id. at 818.
98. As Professor Leflar stated: "In a legal system built on stare decisis, the law-an-

nouncing function of opinions as precedents is constantly thought about." Id. at 810.
99. Salveson raised the interesting contention that perhaps the removal issue itself was

res judicata. Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass'n, 525 F. Supp. 566, 575 n.8 (N.D.
Cal. 1981).

100. See supra text accompanying notes 79-83.
101. 452 U.S. at 396 & n.1.
102. Salveson v. Western States Bankcard Ass'n, 525 F. Supp. 566, 575 (N.D. Cal. 1981).
103. Justice Brennan's affinity for meticulously reviewing every point in a case seems

strange in light of his characterization of his own method for screening cases for review-a
process in which inattention to the merits could result in just as much injustice to one of the
parties as inattention to the merits on review:

For my own part, I find that I don't need a great amount of time to perform the
screening function-certainly not an amount of time that compromises my ability
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dispensed by the Court in Moitie, it should be remembered that justice is
an elusive concept:

Justice may not be justice if someone does not have it, but someone can
have all there is to have and still not have justice. There can be full
access, and still no justice. Arrangements can be made so that everyone
can crowd around the table, but there must be something more than cold
and empty plates there.'0

BARRY KEITH SIMMONS

to attend to decisions of argued cases. In a substantial percentage of cases I find
that I need read only the "Questions Presented" to decide how I will dispose of
the case.

Brennan, The National Court of Appeals: Another Dissent, 40 U. CHI. L. REv. 473, 477
(1973) (emphasis added).

104. Vining, Justice, Bureaucracy, and Legal Method, 80 MICH. L. REv. 248, 248 (1981).
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